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Coinscope team does not guarantees that a

project will not remove liquidity, sell off team

supply, or any other exit scam strategy.

The information provided on this document by

auditing the respective project is only for general

information and should NOT be used as a reason

to invest in any independent project.

Our goal is to run as many diagnostics we can with

the information we have and is publicly available.

In the end of this audit we will objectively score

this project based on the table of contents listed

on https://www.coinscope.co/audit

Coinscope team under no circumstances will take

any bribe or payment for manipulating the results

of this audit. We will score and award a security

Gem that will stay on this project's information for

ever on our website.
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Website Diagnostics
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Desktop Score

Mobile Score



Website Report
Performance

Best Practices

Accessibility

SEO ranking

Eliminate render-blocking resources. Resources

are blocking the first paint of your page.

Consider delivering critical JS/CSS inline and

deferring all non-critical JS/styles

Largest Contentful Paint takes longer than

expected

Reduce initial server response time. Keep the

server response time for the main document

short because all other requests depend on it

The only minor issues found are:
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Roadmap provided by the team, and it states that

Jimmy Token is a fun token made for the

community. It was produced by Bytedex for social

activities and will also be used in their Forum and

offical Jimmy Token website.
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The Forum works with a referral mechanism, once

you become a member you can create your referral

code and let your friends join the community

forum. The vision of the team is to create a more

safe environment for the community instead of the

practically anonymous Telegram that enables

scammers and shady people.

Roadmap



Teamwas found on the ByteDex website.

The team is fully doxxed, there is bio on each of

them and the social links redirect to real profiles

with much activity. Their CEO also talked in 2021

World Blockchain Summit.

Having a doxxed team is a great sign for a project

as it provides confidence and trust that they are

trying to make an impact on the Blockchain

ecosystem, and not get some quick profit.
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Team Analysis
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Contract & Tech

Contract code is published and verified on BSCAN

Contract is has a Burn/deflation mechanism

Contract is has a Token Reward system
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Integer Underflow

Integer Overflow

Parity Multisig Bug

Callstack Depth Attack

Transaction-Ordering Dependency

Timestamp Dependency

Re-Entrancy

Contract Results
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Domain info

The domain is bought almost 3 months before the

analysis of this audit and is set for renew in the next

year. The fact that the project is still up and running

is a very good sign and indicates a deep

commitment from the team.

No billing or contact information is publicly shown

on the domain, as it has privacy settings on.

This is  a standard privacy protection pattern and

no more information can be extracted at the time

being.
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Domain Name: BYTEDEX.ORG
Registry Domain ID: D402200000017741681-LROR
Registrar WHOIS Server: whois.namecheap.com
Registrar URL: http://www.namecheap.com
Updated Date: 2021-11-04T03:45:24Z
Creation Date: 2021-09-04T12:35:04Z
Registry Expiry Date: 2026-09-04T12:35:04Z
Registrar Registration Expiration Date:
Registrar: NameCheap, Inc.
Registrar IANA ID: 1068
Registrar Abuse Contact Email: 
Registrar Abuse Contact Phone: +1.6613102107
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62/65

18/20

3/5

9/10

Website Score

Roadmap Score

Team Score

Contract Score
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Award

Our Award system

JIM is a low risk project, with a healthy community and a

very interesting roadmap. The smart contract analysis

showed no warnings or errors. The project works on a

very interesting referral - rewards mechanism. The project

is made by the ByteDex team and they are fully doxxed,

Experts on their sector and they contribute to the whole

blockchain community. Focusing on Marketing is highly

recommended as more holders will be required for the

next steps.
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Your Score 90/100

0-49 score points award you with Bronze

Badge - high risk.

50-89 score points award you with Silver

Badge - medium/low risk.

90-100 score points award you with Gold

Badge - low risk.



Disclaimer

All the content provided in this document are for

general information only and should not be used as a

financial advice or a reason to buy any investment.

Coinscope team provides no guarantees against the

sale of team tokens or the removal of liquidity by the

project audited in this document. Always Do your own

research and protect yourselves from being

scammed.

Coinscope team has audited this project for general

information and only expresses their opinion based

on similar projects and checks from popular

diagnostic tools. Under no circumstances did

Coinscope receive a payment to manipulate those

results or change the awarding badge that we will be

adding in our website.

Always Do your own research and protect yourselves

from scams. This document should not be presented

as a reason to buy or not buy any particular token.

Coinscope team disclaims any liability for the

resulting losses.
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https://www.coinscope.co

Thank you!
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